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Abstract

We show that the 2-edge-colored chromatic number of a class of simple graphs is
bounded if and only if the acyclic chromatic number is bounded for this class. Recently,
the CSP dichotomy conjecture has been reduced to the case of 2-edge-colored homo-
morphism and to the case of 2-vertex-colored homomorphism. Both reductions are
rather long and follow the reduction to the case of oriented homomorphism in "Graphs
and homomorphisms" by Hell and Nešetřil. We give an alternate proof of the case of
2-vertex-colored homomorphism via a simple reduction from the case of 2-edge-colored
homomorphism. Finally, we prove that deciding if the 2-edge-colored chromatic number
of a 2-edge-colored graph is at most 4 is NP-complete, even if restricted to 2-connected
subcubic bipartite planar graphs with arbitrarily large girth.

1 Introduction
A parameter p defined on simple graphs is monotonous if p(G′) 6 p(G) for every subgraph
G′ of G. Given two monotonous parameters p1 and p2, we note p1 � p2 if there exists a
function f : N→ N such that p1(G) 6 f(p2(G)) for every graph G. Moreover, p1 and p2 are
equivalent if p1 � p2 and p2 � p1. We note p1 ∼ p2 if p1 and p2 are equivalent. For a graph
class G and a monotonous parameter p, we define p(G) = max {p(G) | G ∈ G}. We consider
as a graph class any subset of the class of all simple graphs, i.e., it is not necessarily closed
under minor, induced subgraph, . . . . The statement p1 ∼ p2 is equivalent to the statement
that for every graph class G, p1(G) = O(1) if and only if p2(G) = O(1).

In section 2, we investigate the family Fa of graph parameters equivalent to the acyclic
chromatic number χa. We show that the 2-edge-colored chromatic number χ2 is in Fa by
showing that χ2 is equivalent to the oriented chromatic number χo, which is in Fa. In
Section 3, we show that the dichotomy conjecture for CSP can be reduced from the case of
2-edge-colored homomorphism to the case of 2-vertex-colored homomorphism. In Section 4,
we show that 2-edge-colored homomorphism is NP-complete for 2-edge-colored planar graphs
with arbitrarily large girth.

2 Bounds on χo and χ2

2.1 Preliminaries
A k-vertex is a vertex of degree k. An oriented graph is obtained from a simple graph by
assigning an orientation to every edge. If Ho is an oriented graph, then A(Ho) denotes its
set of arcs and −→uv denotes the arc from the vertex u to the vertex v.

A 2-edge-colored graph is obtained from a simple graph by assigning a color or sign from
the set {+,−} to every edge. If H2 is a , then sg(uv) denotes the sign of the edge uv and
E+(H2) (resp. E−(H2)) denotes its set of positive (resp. negative) edges. We thus have
uv ∈ Esg(uv)(H2). We also use sg(z) to denote the sign of the number z ∈ Z∗.

An (n,m)-mixed graph M is a graph in which some pairs of vertices are linked by arcs
and some are linked by edges such that all the arcs are colored with n colors, all the edges
are colored with m colors, and the underlying graph of M is simple. For (n,m) 6= (0, 0), the
mixed chromatic number χ(n,m)(M) is the minimum number of vertices of an (n,m)-mixed
graph T such that there exists a homomorphism from M to T that is compatible with the
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colors of the arcs and the edges and with the orientation of the arcs. We define χ(n,m)(G)
as the maximum of χ(n,m)(M) over the (n,m)-mixed graphs M having G as underlying
simple graph. Thus, for a simple graph G, χ(0,1)(G) = χ(G) corresponds to the chromatic
number of G, χ(1,0)(G) = χo(G) corresponds to the oriented chromatic number of G, and
χ(0,2)(G) = χ2(G) corresponds to the 2-edge-colored chromatic number of G.

The star chromatic number χP4
(G) corresponds to the minimum number of colors needed

to color the vertices of G such that no edge is monochromatic and no subgraph isomorphic
to P4 is bichromatic. The oriented chromatic index χ′o(Go) corresponds to the oriented
chromatic number of the line-digraph LD(Go) of the oriented graph Go, that is, χ′o(Go) =
χo(LD(Go)). The oriented chromatic index χ′o(G) of a simple graph G is the maximum of
χ′o(Go) over all the orientations Go of G. The oriented chromatic index has been studied
in [14, 15, 16]. The pushable chromatic number χp(Go) is the minimum of χo(G′o) over the
oriented graphs G′o equivalent to Go under the push operation which reverses the arcs in
an edge-cut of an oriented graph. The switch chromatic number χsw(G2) is the minimum
of χo(G′2) over the 2-edge-colored graphs G′2 equivalent to G2 under the switch operation
which changes the sign of the edges in an edge-cut of a 2-edge-colored graph. The definitions
of χp and χsw similarly extend to simple graphs.

Theorem 1. For every graph G, χo(G) 6 χ(G) · χ2(G) and χ2(G) 6 χ(G) · χ0(G).

We leave as an open problem whether the bounds in Theorem 1 are tight. We know the
values of χo and χ2 for the class Tg (resp. Og) of partial 2-trees (resp. outerplanar graphs)
with girth at least g [10, 12, 16]. In particular, we have:

8 = χ2(T5) > χo(T5) = 6

5 = χ2(T6) < χo(T6) = 6

9 = χ2(O3) > χo(O3) = 7

5 = χ2(O4) < χo(O4) = 6

This shows that there exist graphs G such that χ2(G) = χo(G) + 2, or χ2(G) = χo(G)− 1.

2.2 Proof of χo(G) 6 χ(G) · χ2(G)

Consider a proper coloring c : V (G) 7→ {1, . . . , χ(G)} of the simple graph G. Let Go be an
orientation of G such that χo(Go) = χo(G). Let G2 be the 2-edge-colored graph with under-
lying simple graph G such that for every arc −→uv ∈ A(Go), we have uv ∈ Esg(c(v)−c(u))(G2).
By definition of χ2(G), there exists a 2-edge-colored homomorphism h2 : G2 → T2 such that
|V (T2)| 6 χ2(G).

We construct the oriented graph To as follows:

• V (To) = [1, . . . , χ(G)]× [1, . . . , |V (T2)|].

• If 1 6 i 6 χ(G), 1 6 j 6 χ(G), i 6= j, and mn ∈ Esg(j−i)(T2), then
−−−−−−−→
(i,m)(j, n) ∈

A(To).

We define the mapping ho as the cartesian product of c and h2, that is, for every vertex
v ∈ V (G), ho(v) = (c(v), h2(v)). Let us check that ho defines an oriented homomorphism
from Go to To. That is, for every arc −→uv ∈ A(Go), we have

−−−−−−−→
ho(u)ho(v) ∈ A(To). By

construction of G2, we have uv ∈ Esg(c(v)−c(u))(G2). Since h2 preserves the sign of edges,
we have h2(u)h2(v) ∈ Esg(c(v)−c(u))(T2). Finally, by construction of To, this implies that−−−−−−−→
ho(u)ho(v) =

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(c(u), h2(u))(c(v), h2(v)) ∈ A(To).

Thus, we have

χo(G) = χo(Go) 6 |V (To)| = χ(G) · |V (T2)| 6 χ(G) · χ2(G).
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2.3 Proof of χ2(G) 6 χ(G) · χo(G)

The proof is similar to the previous one, since we essentially switch “oriented” and “2-edge-
colored”. Consider a proper coloring c : V (G) 7→ {1, . . . , χ(G)} of the simple graph G. Let
G2 be 2-edge-colored graph with underlying simple graph G such that χ2(G2) = χ2(G).
Let Go be the orientation of G such that for every edge uv ∈ E(G), we have −→uv ∈ A(Go)
if uv ∈ Esg(c(v)−c(u))(G2). By definition of χo(G), there exists an oriented homomorphism
ho : Go → To such that |V (To)| 6 χo(G).

We construct the 2-edge-colored graph T2 as follows:

• V (T2) = [1, . . . , χ(G)]× [1, . . . , |V (To)|].
• If 1 6 i 6 χ(G), 1 6 j 6 χ(G), i 6= j, and −→mn ∈ A(To), then (i,m)(j, n) ∈
Esg(j−i)(T2).

We define the mapping h2 as the cartesian product of c and ho, that is, for every vertex v ∈
V (G), h2(v) = (c(v), ho(v)). Let us check that h2 defines a 2-edge-colored homomorphism
from G2 to T2. That is, every edge uv in G2 has the same sign as its image h2(u)h2(v) in
T2.

By possibly interchanging u and v, we can assume without loss of generality that uv ∈
Esg(c(v)−c(u))(G2). By construction of Go, we have −→uv ∈ A(Go). Since ho preserves the
orientation of arcs, we have

−−−−−−−→
ho(u)ho(v) ∈ A(To). Finally, by construction of T2, this implies

that h2(u)h2(v) = (c(u), ho(u))(c(v), ho(v)) ∈ Esg(c(v)−c(u))(T2).
Thus, we have

χ2(G) = χ2(G2) 6 |V (T2)| = χ(G) · |V (To)| 6 χ(G) · χo(G).

2.4 Parameters in Fa

As a Corollary of Theorem 1 and other results from the literature, we obtain the following.

Corollary 2. For every (n,m) ∈ N2 \ {(0, 0), (0, 1)}, we have χ(n,m) ∈ Fa. Moreover, we
have {χP4 , χ

′
o, χp, χsw} ⊂ Fa.

Proof. Notice that for n′ 6 n and m′ 6 m, χ(n′,m′) 6 χ(n,m). By Theorem 1 we have
χo(G) 6 χ(G) · χ2(G) 6 (χ2(G))2, which implies χo � χ2. That is

χ(1,0) � χ(0,2) (1)

We know that χa 6 (χo)
2 + (χo)

3+dlog2 log2 χoe [8], which gives

χa � χ(1,0) (2)

Also, for all (n,m) ∈ N2 \ {(0, 0)}, we have χ(n,m) 6 χa · (2n+m)χa−1 [11], which gives

∀(n,m) ∈ N2 \ {(0, 0)} , χ(n,m) � χa (3)

If n > 1 and m > 0, then we use (2) and (3) to obtain

∀n > 1, ∀m > 0, χa � χ(1,0) � χ(n,m) � χa. (4)

This implies
∀n > 1, ∀m > 0, χ(n,m) ∈ Fa. (5)

Also, if n > 0 and m > 2, then we use (1) to obtain

∀n > 0, ∀m > 2, χa � χ(1,0) � χ(0,2) � χ(n,m) � χa. (6)

This implies
∀n > 0, ∀m > 2, χ(n,m) ∈ Fa. (7)

Together, (5) and (7) prove the first statement of Corollary 2.
The second statement follows from known bounds from the literature.
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• χa 6 χP4
6 χa · (2χa − 1) [1], so χP4

∼ χa and thus χP4
∈ Fa.

• χ′o 6 χo 6 (bχ′o/2c+ 2) · 2b(χ′
o−1)/2c [14], so χ′o ∼ χo and thus χ′o ∈ Fa.

• χp 6 χo 6 2χp [7], so χp ∼ χo and thus χp ∈ Fa.

• χsw 6 χ2 6 2χsw [13], so χsw ∼ χ2 and thus χsw ∈ Fa.

3 Dichotomy conjecture for 2-vertex-colored homomor-
phism

The dichotomy result of Hell and Nešetřil for simple graph homomorphism [6] states that
homomorphism to H is decidable in polynomial time if H is bipartite and is NP-complete
otherwise. The well known dichotomy conjecture of Feder and Vardi [4] states that for every
family Γ of constraints, CSP(Γ) is either testable in polynomial time or NP-complete. They
established that it is sufficient to settle the dichotomy conjecture when Γ contains a single
binary relation, i.e. is a directed graph H. We say that a 2-edge-colored graph is alternating
if it maps to the infinite path Pe such that consecutive edges have distinct signs. We say
that a 2-vertex-colored graph is alternating if it maps to the infinite path Pv such that every
vertex is adjacent to one positive vertex and one negative vertex. Recently, the dichotomy
conjecture has been shown to be equivalent to the case of homomorphism to 2-edge-colored
alternating graphs [3] and to the case of homomorphism to 2-vertex-colored alternating
graphs [5]. In this section, we give an alternate proof for the case of 2-vertex-colored homo-
morphism via a simple reduction from the case of 2-edge-colored homomorphism.

Let F be the function which associates to a 2-edge-colored graph Ge the 2-vertex-colored
graph Gv = F (Ge) obtained as follows:

• For every vertex in Ge, we put a positive vertex in Gv.

• For every positive edge xy in Ge, we put an edge in Gv between the vertices corre-
sponding to x and y.

• For every negative edge xy in Ge, we put a path x′aby′ in Gv such that w′ and y′

correspond to x and y and such that a and b are negative.

Theorem 3. For every 2-edge-colored alternating graph Te, homomorphism to Te is poly-
nomially equivalent to homomorphism to the 2-vertex-colored alternating graph F (Te).

Proof. Notice that since Pv = F (Pe), the F -image of a 2-edge-colored alternating graph
is indeed a 2-vertex-colored alternating graph. By construction, the F -image of a 2-edge-
colored graph is such that every negative vertex has exactly one positive neighbor and
exactly one negative neighbor. For every vertex x in 2-edge-colored Ge, we denote by x′ the
corresponding positive vertex in Gv = F (Ge).

First, we show that a 2-edge-colored graph Ge maps to Te if and only if Gv = F (Ge)
maps to Tv = F (Te). It is straightforward to see that if Ge maps to Te, then Gv maps to
Tv. Suppose that Gv admits a 2-vertex-colored homomorphism h to Tv. Let us check that
the restriction h+ of h to the positive vertices of Gv gives a 2-edge-colored homomorphism
from Ge to Te. For every positive edge xy in Ge, the edge x′y′ in Gv linking the positive
vertices x′ and y′ maps in T (v) to the edge h(x′)h(y′) = (h+(x))′(h+(y))′ in Gv linking the
positive vertices h(x′) and h(y′). For every negative edge xy in Ge, the path x′aby′ in Gv
linking the positive vertices x′ and y′ must map in T (v) to a path h(x′)h(a)h(b)h(y′) in Gv
linking the positive vertices h(x′) = (h+(x))′ and h(y′) = (h+(y))′.

Now, given a 2-vertex-colored graph Jv, we construct a 2-edge-colored graph Je such
that Je maps to Te if and only if Jv maps to Tv = F (Te), for every 2-edge-colored bipartite
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graph Te. We test whether Jv is alternating. Testing whether a 2-vertex-colored graph is
alternating is polynomial-time solvable:

• Answer no if contains a loop or an odd cycle.

• For every vertex v, identify all the positive neighbors of v into one vertex and identify
all the positive neighbors of v into one vertex.

• Answer yes if and only if the obtained graph is a forest (i.e., maps to Pv).

If Jv is not alternating, then Jv does not map to Tv and we assign to Te the triangle with 3
positive edges, so that Je does not map to Te. Otherwise, we modify Jv as follows:

1. For every negative vertex u, we identify all the positive (resp. negative) neighbors of
u into one vertex.

2. For every negative vertex u that has no negative neighbor, we add a negative vertex
adjacent to u.

3. For every negative vertex u that has no positive neighbor, we add a positive vertex
adjacent to u.

4. As long as there exists two distinct paths xaby and xa′b′y such that x and y are positive
and a, b, a′, and b′ are negative, remove a′ and b′.

We thus obtain an alternating graph J∗v . Since every negative vertex in Tv has exactly one
positive neighbor and one negative neighbor, J∗v maps to Tv if and only if Jv maps to Tv.
Moreover, every negative vertex of J∗v has exactly one positive neighbor and one negative
neighbor. We obtain Je from J∗v by smoothing the negative vertices, such that the original
edges in Je are positive in Jv and the smoothed edges are negative. Notice that Je does not
contain multiple negative edges. Thus, up to isomorphism, Je is the unique 2-edge-colored
graph such that Jv = F (Je). By the previous arguments, Je maps to Te if and only if Jv
maps to Tv.

4 Complexity of 2-edge-colored homomorphism
In this section, we investigate the case of 2-edge-colored homomorphism. A 2-edge-colored
graph is a core if it does not admit a homomorphism to one of its proper (induced) subgraphs.
If a 2-edge-colored core H contains a monochromatic odd cycle of sign s, then the homomor-
phism to H restricted to input graphs containing only edges of sign s is NP-complete [6].
Thus, we focus on 2-edge-colored cores H such that the monochromatic subgraphs of H
are bipartite. Cores with such properties are said interesting. It is easy to see that ho-
momorphism to an interesting core with at most 3 vertices is polynomial. The next result
shows that homomorphism to the interesting core T4 with 4 vertices depicted in Figure 1 is
NP-complete.

1

2

0

3

Figure 1: The 2-edge-colored graph T4.

Theorem 4. Let k be a fixed integer. Then 2-edge-colored homomorphism to T4 is NP-
complete even if restricted to 2-connected planar graphs with maximum degree 3 such that
the distance between two 3-vertices is even and at least k.
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Proof. 2-edge-colored homomorphism in general is clearly in NP. We reduce the NP-complete
problem [9] planar (3,64)-sat. This variant of sat is such that:

• every clause contains exactly 3 literals,

• every variable occurs in at most 4 clauses,

• the variable-clause incidence graph is planar.

Given an instance I of planar (3,64)-sat, we will construct a 2-edge-colored graph G
corresponding to I. Consider the mappings mi : x → (x + i) (mod 4). We partition the
vertex set of T4 into two levels. One level contains vertices 0 and 1 and the other level contains
vertices 2 and 3. Then m0 is the identity, m1 and m3 are an anti-automorphism, that is, a
mapping that maps every edge to an edge of opposite sign, and m2 is an automorphism of
T4 that swaps the levels. We say that colors, i.e., vertices of T4, are opposite if they are on
the same level and are distinct. That is, 0 and 1 are opposite and 2 and 3 are opposite. For
a color x, we denote by x the opposite color.

A 4k-path is a path of length ` such that consecutive edges have distinct signs, ` > 4,
and ` ≡ 0 (mod 4). The positive extremity (resp. negative extremity) of a 4k-path is its
1-vertex incident to a positive (resp. negative) edge. A 4k-cycle is obtained by identifying
the the positive and the negative extremities of a 4k-path. In a 4k-cycle in G, the distance
between every two 3-vertices on the 4k-cycle is 0 (mod 4). Thus, a 4k-cycle has exactly four
distinct homomorphisms to T4 depending on the common color of its 3-vertices. We define
the color of a 4k-cycle as the color of its 3-vertices. In the plane representation of G, every
4k-cycle has an empty interior.

We construct G as follows.

1. For every variable of I, we put a 4k-cycle (the variable gadget) in G.

2. For every clause of I, we put one copy of the clause gadget depicted on the left of
Figure 2. Every 1-vertex in a clause gadget corresponds to an occurrence of a literal
in the clause. Such a vertex is called a port.

3. Whenever a clause contains a positive literal of a variable, we take one copy of a 4k-
path, we identify the positive extremity of the 4k-path to an appropriate vertex on the
4k-cycle of the variable gadget, and we identify the negative extremity of the 4k-path
to the corresponding port in the clause gadget.

4. Whenever a clause contains a negative literal of a variable, we take one copy of a
4k-cycle and place it between the variable gadget and the clause gadget. We link the
variable gadget to the new 4k-cycle using four paths, as depicted in Figure 3. Each of
these four paths consists in a 4k-path and two additional edges, so it can be arbitrarily
long. These paths force that the colors of the two 4k-cycles are opposite. The paths
mm′ and nn′ force that the colors of the 4k-cycles belong to the same level. The
paths oo′ and pp′ force that the colors of the 4k-cycles are distinct. Then we take one
copy of a 4k-path, we identify the positive extremity of the 4k-path to an appropriate
vertex on the new 4k-cycle, and we identify the negative extremity of the 4k-path to
the corresponding port in the clause gadget.

5. Whenever two variables appear in the same clause, their clause gadgets appear con-
secutively on a face of G. We link the 4k-cycles of the two clause gadgets using only
the paths mm′ and nn′ in Figure 3 and preserve planarity. As already discussed, these
paths ensure that the colors of the two clause gadgets are on the same level. By con-
nectivity, the colors of all the clause gadgets in G are on the same level. Without loss
of generality, this common level contains the colors 0 and 1.
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Figure 2: The clause gadget (left) and its coloring properties (right)

Notice that every occurrence of a variable in a clause is associated to a 4k-cycle in G:
the 4k-cycle of the variable gadget for a positive literal and the 4k-cycle added in step 4 for
a negative literal. Also, every occurrence of a variable in a clause is associated to a 4k-path
whose positive extremity is in the associated 4k-cycle and whose negative extremity is the
port of the clause gadget. Figure 4 shows the possible color propagation along the vertices
of a 4k-path depending on the color of the positive extremity. This leads to the following
notion of boolean value, depending on the extremity of the associated 4k-path. The boolean
value true of a literal is associated to the set of colors {1} for the vertex in the 4k-cycle and
is associated to {0, 1, 2} for the port of the clause gadget. The boolean value false of a literal
is associated to the set of colors {0} for the vertex in the 4k-cycle and is associated to {0}
for the port of the clause gadget.

m′

n′

o′

p′

m

n

o

p

Figure 3: Forcing opposite colors on two 4k-cycles.

0 1 2 3 1 2 3 00 1 2 3 0

0121230230130121230230130121231 03 023

Figure 4: Color propagation along a 4k-path.

Now let us assume that the ports of a clause gadget are precolored according to their
corresponding literal.

On the right of Figure 2, we give the possible color extensions of the three paths of the
clause gadget, both in the case of a true literal (below the path) and in the case of a false
literal (above the path). If a clause is satisfied, then at least one of its literal is true and
the precoloring can be extended to a T4-coloring of the vertex gadget. Indeed, if the literal
corresponding to x (resp. y, z) is true, then the precoloring can be extended such that
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t is colored 1 (resp. 0, 3). If it is not satisfied, then the precoloring cannot be extended
to a T4-coloring of the clause gadget. Indeed, if we have c(x) = c(y) = c(z) = 0, then
c(t) 6∈ {1, 2} because c(x) = 0, c(t) 6= 0 because c(y) = 0, and c(t) 6∈ {2, 3} because c(z) = 0.
So c(t) 6∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and the clause gadget is not T4-colorable.

Finally, notice that between every two 3-vertices, there exists a 4k-path and its length
can be arbitrarily large.

The restrictions on the input graph G in Theorem 4 imply that G is bipartite, all the
3-vertices belong to the same part, and G has arbitrarily large girth. Moreover, we see that
G contains no monochromatic path of length 5 and no vertex incident to three edges of the
same sign.

Notice that the input graphs in the proof of Theorem 4 contain both a 4k-cycle and a
cycle containing an odd number of positive edges and an odd number of negative edges, e.g.,
the cyle containing n, n′, o′, and o in Figure 3. These cycles imply that the input graphs do
not map to any 2-edge-colored graph with at most 4 vertices other than T4. We thus have

Corollary 5. Deciding χ2 6 4 is NP-complete for the same class of 2-edge colored graphs
as in Theorem 4.
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